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Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>
OPS_Danforth says:
@::talking to CTO about targeting procedures and minimum safe distances::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Is standing at the Hornet's operations console running diagnostics over his systems::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::on bridge of Hornet :: All:  Report
CNS_Savar says:
@::Sitting in the XO chair on the Hornet::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::standing by at SCI station, running simulations on the sensors::
EO_McDuggle says:
@:: is in engineering going over repair reports::
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Sir, we're preparing to conduct targeting exercises on your command.
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO: All sensors clear, sir. Working within normal parameters
CTO_Matt says:
@::stands behind his tactical console, looking things over and keeping an eye on the sensors::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@CO: All is clear at operations
Host CO_Morgan says:
@All:  Very well, let's try this again....  CTO:  Deploy target drones and begin live fire exercises.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::walks back to station::
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Station keeping at minimum safe distance plus 5,000 meters, Sir.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::begins sensor sweep on the Cruix Belt, cataloguing asteroids positions::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::deploys the target drones, sending them on their course::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Captain if you don't need the warp engines for a while I would like to take them offline to do some inspecting
Host CO_Morgan says:
@OPS:  Acknowledged.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The target drones take up their preprogrammed places.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::preparing for live fire exercises::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*EO*:  Go ahead.  Let me know when you are ready to bring it back online.
CTO_Matt says:
@::readies the phasers and torpedoes for target practice::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Aye Aye Sir
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO: I'm cataloguing the asteroid's positions. Shall I feed the information to FC console and Tactical?
CNS_Savar says:
@::Sits, watching the viewscreen, watching the drones::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CSO:  Yes, do so, Lt.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Fire when ready, Loran.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::receiving information from CSO::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::brings up a separate screen on his console and targets 15% of sensor on the probes::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Phasers first.
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO: Aye, sir. ::taps console, sending data to FC and Tactical consoles::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::fires the phasers at the target drones::
OPS_Danforth says:
@::splits FCO screen between helm and targeting sensors::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO:  How's the power grid holding up, Doctor?
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The phasers perform as expected.
EO_McDuggle says:
@:: takes warp engines offline and send personal to assigned duties::
CSO_Vekh says:
@OPS/CTO: you are receiving updated positioning data on the asteroids, so you can take them into account either when flying through them or targeting at them
OPS_Danforth says:
@::small relief washing over my face as the phasers actually perform as expected::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Checks the grid:: CO: Everything is A-okay here
CSO_Vekh says:
@::collects data on the phaser performance and calculates some statistics::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, phaser fire at the drones were successful.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO: Energize defense screens, bring shields on line and raise them.  Prepare to fire torpedoes.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::As phaser fire continues to change the pattern and debris field of the asteroid belt, readjusting all possible routes out of the field.
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO/CTO: All drones destroyed. Efficiency 100%
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::charges the defense screens and brings the shields online, locking torpedoes on targets::
OPS_Danforth says:
@::recalculating minimum safe distance and still within operational parameters::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Fire when ready.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Shields come up.
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye, Sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::very impressed with how the ship is handling after the earlier mishap::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::keep up-to-date monitoring on systems efficiency and expected performance::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Sits in the XO chair, typing on a PADD::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Is keeping his eyes on the power grids::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CNS:  Well so far so good...
CTO_Matt says:
@::fires the torpedoes at the targets::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::turns his attention to LRS sweep to see if there's anything out there::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, torpedoes away.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Nods::
CNS_Savar says:
@CO: Better than the warp test.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::watches the torps heading towards targets on screen::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CNS:  It would be hard to get worse.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: one of the torpedoes propulsion system malfunctions and it stops 6000KM from Hornet.
CTO_Matt says:
@::keeps a close watch on the shields and defensive grids::
CNS_Savar says:
@CO: It could, sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::quickly hits escape thrusters to avoid explosion::
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO/CTO: One torpedo malfunctioned. Bearing 6000Km out of the bow
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CNS:  Looks like it might be now...::frowns::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, a torpedo malfunctioned.  It is 6000km distance from us.
CNS_Savar says:
@CO: We could have lost the ship with the core... we could all die... we could fire a torpedo at ourselves... ::drones on::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The torpedo detonates.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Is it running hot......?
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Sir!  We're increasing distance to account for minimum safe distance.
CTO_Matt says:
@::checks his sensors on the torpedoes::
EO_McDuggle says:
@::Is running a level 3 diagnostic::
CNS_Savar says:
@*EO*: Did we ever find a cause for our warp malfunction?  Is it hardware failure?  Sabotage?
CTO_Matt says:
@::rocks with the detonation of the torpedo that close to the ship::
CSO_Vekh says:
@ALL: Brace for impact
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The torpedoes detonation damages the shield generators, but nothing more.  Hornet shakes violently.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@All:  Report!
CSO_Vekh says:
@::braces himself, futilely, then is thrown around::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, shield generators are damaged.
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Escape vector minimized the damage.  Thrusters were able to get us reasonably out of the way.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Falls to the ground, but gets back up:: CO: Minor damage to the shield generators
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO: How bad is the damage?
OPS_Danforth says:
@::checks to see if full impulse is still available::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CNS* Sir it turned out to be dust and a warp injector a fraction out of alignment
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Minor damage Sir.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Raises an eyebrow:: *EO*: Out of alignment?  Then why didn't the Hornet experience malfunction on it's way here?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CSO:  Check telemetry on that warhead, see what caused the malfunction...it'd better not be dust again.  ::mumbles last under breath::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  What is minor?  10% shield loss, 20?
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, shield generators are out.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  That does not sound minor to me.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO:  Alert damage control, have them get on it.
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sorry, Sir.  the data must have been false upon first look.
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CNS* Sir it wasn't far enough out of alignment to create a problem until the dust hit it and cause condensation thus freezing the injectors
CSO_Vekh says:
@::reboot his sensor software after he become disconnected from the Computer Core::
CNS_Savar says:
@*EO*: Odd set of coincidence...
OPS_Danforth says:
@::quickly analyzes for new escape vectors should other incidents occur::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Starts to do the job that the CO asked him to do:: *Damage control team 1* This is operations on the bridge, we need you to repair the shield generators, Utoo out ::Closes the channel::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CNS * Just one of those things
OPS_Danforth says:
@::thinking about the two incidents that just occurred::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::tries to recover telemetry data from the malfunctioning torpedo::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@<Damage control team 1> ::Starts to work on the shield generators::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Sir warp engines are back online now
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Sir, is it possible that the two events are somehow linked? That the torpedo mishap and the warp core freezing weren't random coincidences?
CNS_Savar says:
@::Thinks Danforth has been listening in on my conversations::
CTO_Matt says:
@::goes over his data on what could have gone wrong with the torp::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@OPS:  Are you saying we've got a bad luck ship?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*EO*:  Acknowledged.
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: No, Sir.  I was just thinking that the incidents are too similar.  Both systems malfunctions that threatened the crew.  Perhaps there is a larger systemic problem than either one of these individual problems.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@<Damage control team 1> ::Taps his commbadge:: *Utoo* The generator is shot, it will need to be replaced.....this will take some time
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*EO*:  McDuggle, we've had two incidents, both centered around propulsion and perhaps anti-matter.  Run a check on the AM make sure it is within specs.  ::nods acknowledgement to OPS::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Looks at the CO:: CO: I have the damage teams on the generators, but they say the generator will need to be replaced.....::Under breath:: What a great ship we have....I knew it wouldn't compare to the Thomas...but this is crazy!
OPS_Danforth says:
@::nods to CO and turns back to monitor::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::stands up beside the CO:: Sir, permission to help Mr. McDuggle in the investigation, sir
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO:  Can it be replaced or will this need Arcadia's facilities?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CSO:  Granted.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::nods to CO and heads for the TL::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::taps badge:: *EO*: Mr. McDuggle, what is your current location?
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Aye Sir I just run a level 3 diagnostic on the warp system I'll do one now on the torpedo propulsion system
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*EO*: Let me know what you find.
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: engineering
MO_Calahan says:
::walks into sickbay after escorting a patient to his quarters to rest::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Aye Aye Sir
CSO_Vekh says:
@TL: Main Engineering *EO*: Acknowledged, I'll be joining you for the investigation. I'll be there shortly.
CTO_Matt says:
@::continues to look over his data::  *EO*:  Could you send a team to the torp bay and have them go over all the torps in storage, to make sure no more has any malfunctions like this.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@CO: We could replace them here....but it will take a lot of man hours and wasted time...I suggest that we head back to arcadia and have the CEO and EO take care of it...we'll get it done a lot quicker that way
MO_Calahan says:
::gets a cup of French Vanilla Cappuccino and sits down in her office::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::initializes his science tricorder, bringing up warp core and torpedo propulsion schematics::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO:  What is the net decrease in shield capacity?
EO_McDuggle says:
@:: Starts level 3 diagnostic on propulsion system::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::exits TL and enters ME, looking for James::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CTO* I have a team on their way now Sir
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@CO: Only one generator is shot...the others have fried circuits...after we replace the circuits the shields will be up to around 70%
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: Greetings, how is the investigation going so far? Any hints?
CNS_Savar says:
@<Ens_Andrews> *CNS*: Counselor, this Ensign Andrews, in Science Lab 2... sir, Ensign William... you'd better get down here...
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO:  Have damage control proceed with circuit repairs. The generator can wait till we get home.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@CO: Aye sir
CNS_Savar says:
@::Taps commbadge:: *Andrews*: Acknowledged.  CO: Permission to go, sir?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Status on weapons systems?
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: The only thing I seem to find is poor maintenance on this ship
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::looks over to CNS and nods:: CNS: I think I can keep the ship in one piece for a while.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Taps his commbadge:: *Damage control team 1* Change of plans, I need you to replace the circuits on the burnt out generators...don't worry about the one that needs to be replaced....how long will this all take you?
CNS_Savar says:
@::Enters TL:: TL: Sci Lab 2.
CSO_Vekh says:
@ ::frowns:: EO: That's regrettable to hear. If it wasn't for Dan we would be in much worst shape by now
CNS_Savar says:
@::Arrives in Sci Lab 2::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  I've sent an engineering team to look at the rest of the torps to check for any other malfunctions that could be present.  The phasers are operational.
CNS_Savar says:
@<Ens Andrews> CNS: sir.  There is his... he's just been mumbling to himself...
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: I know
CNS_Savar says:
~~~~ There he is ~~~~
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: What about we run a scan of the remaining torpedoes we have still in bay?
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Very well.  Secure weapons.  You may begin security drills at your leisure.
CNS_Savar says:
@<William>: I'll mean nothing... can't die...
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO I have a team there now going over them personally
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@<Damage control team 1> *Utoo* This will take a couple of hours...
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: I wonder if this was the CO's idea of a 'shake' down cruise
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye Sir.  ::puts phasers on standby and starts the security drills::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Kneels next to William:: William: Ensign, this is Counselor Savar.. .what's wrong?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@CO: Sir, the shields will be at 70% in a couple of hours
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO:  Very well.  Keep me informed.
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: That's good. Are they taking visual scans also?
OPS_Danforth says:
@::calculating minimum safe distance with only 70% shield effectiveness::
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: I don't know but we are certainly getting shook out any way
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: yes as well as tricorder scans
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: No use to get grumpy about the ship's shape. Since it will be our home for the time being, we'd better get her up to peak performance. Don't you agree, McDuggle?
CNS_Savar says:
@<William>: I'll mean nothing... what if I die? ... Life means nothing...
CNS_Savar says:
@::Raises eyebrow:: William: Ensign, this is Counselor Savar.  I'm here to help.  Tell me what's wrong.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@OPS: Monitor LRS while the CSO is working with the EO. I don't want any surprises while we don't have shields.
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: I agree but it would be nice if when you get a new ship it worked right and was clean
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Yes, Sir!  ::slaves LRS to FCO console and begins monitoring::
CTO_Matt says:
@::continues to watch his sensors, watching the efficiency of his security teams on their reaction times::
CNS_Savar says:
@Andrews: How long has he been like this?
CNS_Savar says:
@<Andrews>: Since the detonation of the torpedo. Must have really scared him...
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::gets up and walks to tactical:: CTO:  How are things going so far?
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: agreed, but what can one do ::shrugs and turns attention to the MSD, focusing on the plasma flow through the ship:: EO: any more problems with the injectors since last time?
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CTO*: Sir we have found no more problems with the remaining torpedoes
CNS_Savar says:
@::Raises an eyebrow:: Andrews: Ensign, if you don't mind, I'll identify the cause.
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  The teams seem to be doing a very good job.  They only had a short time to get use to the layout of the ship, but, they are performing very well.
CTO_Matt says:
@*EO*:  Thank you, McDuggle.
CNS_Savar says:
@<Andrews> ::Ashamed:: CNS: Yes, sir.
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: no, after cleaning them out and realigning the injector there has been no problem
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Sir, the engineering team has found no other problems with the remaining torps.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Glad to hear it.  I'm afraid we haven't seen the last of the Haruda and their mechanoids.  Repelling boarders may become an everyday drill.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Notices that William is still mumbling, and decides what to do:: William: Ensign, can you come with me to Sickbay?
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: Well, it seems we are in pretty capable hands here. I think I'll be back to the bridge before I start slowing you down with my small talk. ::gives McDuggle a slap in the shoulder:: EO: Excellent work, Ensign
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ensign that the CNS is talking to becomes agitated in his mumbling.
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye Sir.  I've had them working to repel those type of boarders mostly.  having them working to fire on the same targets.
EO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: See you later then
CSO_Vekh says:
@EO: See you ::turns and exits ME::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Whispers to Andrews:: Ensign, there's a basic medkit in this room somewhere.  Find the hypo, program it to a depressant, then hand it to me without letting him see you.
CSO_Vekh says:
@TL: Deck One
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO:  Good.  I wish we had been able to get one of the mechanoids to study in detail, but beggars can't be chooses.  Keep me informed of the crews progress.
CNS_Savar says:
@<Andrews>:: Moves off, getting the hypo, and moves to give it to the CNS, dropping it loudly::
OPS_Danforth says:
@::stares at the monitor and begins making his duty logs::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye, Sir.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::arrives at the Bridge and relieves the ensign at SCI::
CTO_Matt says:
@::continues to watch his security teams perform the drills::
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO: Everything is fine in ME, sir. Ens. McDuggle is keeping it running smoothly
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ensign hears the hypo land on the deck and his eyes become huge.
OPS_Danforth says:
@CSO: Releasing LRS monitors back to your console  Drayan.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Quickly grabs the hypo, and injects William, who collapses to the floor peacefully::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::returns to command chair, and begins monitoring ships systems on chair console::
OPS_Danforth says:
@::reroutes control back to the CSO station::
CSO_Vekh says:
@::retrieves LRS control:: OPS: Thank you Dan, I have it now
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Sir I'm done with the diagnostics and have found nothing more than we already knew.
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Shifts his weight from one foot to another and feels the small phaser shit position in his boot heel::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ensign tries to slap the hypo out of the CNS' hand, but is unsuccessful and calmly dozes off.
OPS_Danforth says:
@CSO: Hey, have you been working on Kumar Maneuver Z 12? We have to be ready for the big match when we get back.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::starts yet another full 360 degrees sensor sweep around the ship and on the Cruix Belt as well::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::without raising eyes from console says aloud to bridge crew:: Formality on the watch gentlemen. First names are for your off duty hours.
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Yes, Sir.
CNS_Savar says:
@*Sickbay*: Sickbay, this is Savar.  We have a patient who went into a slight shock. I'd like help moving him to Sickbay, to an isolation booth, where I can help him.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::talks while working on his console:: OPS: Actually, I came up with a variation during my training that is better than the Kumar Z12. I called it ...the 'Vekh Maneuver'
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO: Sir, other then the usual asteroid debris, sensors are clear
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Looks over at the CSO and OPS talking together and chuckles to himself::
EMH says:
@::Materializes in Sickbay:: *CNS*: State the nature... oh, yes.  I can have a trauma team come.  What is your location?
OPS_Danforth says:
@::shakes his head while continuing to work on his monitors::  I hope it works better than your last variation.  How about you Arman?  You ready to play with the big boys now? ::chuckling::
CNS_Savar says:
@*EMH*: Sci Lab 2.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CSO: Very well. Continue to monitor sensors. Find a comet to study or something.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::ignores the over confident OPS officer for now::
EMH says:
@::Dispatches trauma team to Sci Lab 2.::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@OPS: Anyone can stargaze on the bridge, but the real action is in sickbay, I am the living proof ::Holds up his arm in a cast::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Walks with team and William until they get to Sickbay::
CTO_Matt says:
@::moves his attention over to tactical sensors and does a detailed scan of the surrounding asteroids, checking to see if anything would deflect or interfere with sensors::
EMH says:
@::Sarcastically:: CNS: Any specific place you want to put him?
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Hears his console go off:: CO: 10 minutes until the shields are repaired
CSO_Vekh says:
@CO: Aye, sir. Is there any particular kind of comet that you like best? Class Gamma-2, Class Y-32 or ... perhaps an Hallurian-class comet type III, sir?
OPS_Danforth says:
@CMO: We'll see Doctor.  We'll see.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::looks up in annoyance::  All: I do assume that we all have duties to attend to...If you can't find something more productive to do than idle chit chat, I'm sure the hull could use scrubbing....
CNS_Savar says:
@Nurse: Ah, nurse.
CNS_Savar says:
@Computer, deactivate the EMH.
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CMO: Thank you Doctor.
EMH says:
@CNS: HEY!
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Smiles:: OPS: We shall see.... ::Looks down at the picture that Hayley drew on his cast and smiles::
Nurse_Corrain says:
@::looks up:: CNS: Sir, bring him over here to the biobed.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::digs his head into his console and continues with sensor sweeps::
Host CO_Morgan says:
@OPS: When the shields have been repaired, lay in a course for Arcadia.  Warp 5.
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ensign recovers from his hypo injection and smiles placidly at the CNS.
CNS_Savar says:
@Nurse: He went into a slight shock.  He's sedated now.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::keeps working as usual::
CTO_Matt says:
@::continues to watch his sensors of the surrounding area, including the asteroid field::
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Aye, Sir.  Laying in a course for Arcadia.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Looks over at William::
CNS_Savar says:
@William: How do you feel?
Nurse_Corrain says:
@CNS: Not anymore. ::grabs a hypo and comes up behind the Ensign::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Holds up hand to stop nurse::
OPS_Danforth says:
@::laying in a course at Warp 5 for Arcadia.::
Nurse_Corrain says:
@::waits::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ensign suddenly launches himself at the CNS grabbing him around the throat with both hands and not letting go
Host CO_Morgan says:
@CTO: We will continue to run drills for the duration of the return trip to Arcadia.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Calmly nerve-pinches Ensign William::
CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Aye, Sir.
OPS_Danforth says:
@CO: Sir, shields are on-line and a course is laid in.
Nurse_Corrain says:
@CNS: Well, that works too. ::smiles::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@CO: The shields are online now
Host CO_Morgan says:
@OPS: Engage.
CNS_Savar says:
@::Watches at William sinks back into the bed::
Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The ensign collapses.
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Sir shields are back online
OPS_Danforth says:
@::engages the warp drive:: CO: Aye, sir.  Warp engines engaged.
Nurse_Corrain says:
@::starts a CT::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Sends a message over to the OPS's console:: OPS: Keep her below warp 10 this time...don't forget that the CO is watching you
Host CO_Morgan says:
@*EO*: Good work. We're heading back for Arcadia. Have repair crews replace the damage shield generator when we get back.
CSO_Vekh says:
@::is getting really nice data from a alpha-7 type comet 2,5 LY to starboard::
EO_McDuggle says:
@*CO* Yes Sir They will be on it as soon as we dock
CNS_Savar says:
@Nurse: I'd like your feelings on this situation.  I'd like to keep him sedated the rest of the trip until we get back to Arcadia... given his past actions, I do not think he is capable of serving on a starship.
OPS_Danforth says:
@::smiles at the CMO's message::
CMO_Arman_Utoo says:
@::Looks over at Danforth and smiles evilly::
Nurse_Corrain says:
@CNS: Actually sir, he is very capable. He has a chemical imbalance that caused him to "flip out".
Host CO_Morgan says:
@::hopes that they can make it back to the station without incident::
CNS_Savar says:
@Nurse: What can we do?
CSO_Vekh says:
@::store all the data gathered during the shake-down cruise for future analysis when he's back to Arcadia::
OPS_Danforth says:
@::relieved that the warp core didn't malfunction again.::
CNS_Savar says:
@::Begins writing up a log on Ensign William::
Nurse_Corrain says:
@CNS: Correct the imbalance. ::obviously a little annoyed::
Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>

